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KID-PPG: Knowledge Informed Deep Learning
for Extracting Heart Rate from a Smartwatch
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Abstract— Accurate extraction of heart rate from photo-
plethysmography (PPG) signals remains challenging due
to motion artifacts and signal degradation. Although deep
learning methods trained as a data-driven inference prob-
lem offer promising solutions, they often underutilize ex-
isting knowledge from the medical and signal processing
community. In this paper, we address three shortcomings
of deep learning models: motion artifact removal, degra-
dation assessment, and physiologically plausible analysis
of the PPG signal. We propose KID-PPG, a knowledge-
informed deep learning model that integrates expert knowl-
edge through adaptive linear filtering, deep probabilistic
inference, and data augmentation. We evaluate KID-PPG on
the PPGDalia dataset, achieving an average mean absolute
error of 2.85 beats per minute, surpassing existing repro-
ducible methods. Our results demonstrate a significant per-
formance improvement in heart rate tracking through the
incorporation of prior knowledge into deep learning mod-
els. This approach shows promise in enhancing various
biomedical applications by incorporating existing expert
knowledge in deep learning models.

Index Terms— Photoplethysmograhy, Heart Rate, Motion
Artifacts, Acceleration, Source Separation, Deep Learning,
Knowledge Informed AI

I. INTRODUCTION

Photoplethysmography (PPG) is a non-invasive technique
used to optically acquire the Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) [1].
Its widespread adoption and ease of integration into wearable
devices, especially smartwatches, have made PPG a popular
choice for continuous and unobtrusive heart rate monitoring
compared to electrocardiography (ECG). However, movement
can introduce significant artifacts into PPG signals, com-
plicating signal interpretation. These motion artifacts (MA)
can overlap the actual BVP signal, further complicating their
removal [2]. To address this challenge, numerous methods
have been proposed to estimate the heart rate (HR) of PPG
corrupted by MA. These methods generally fall into two
categories: Signal Processing (SP) and Deep Learning (DL)
approaches.

SP methods focus mainly on isolating the BVP component
and minimizing the impact of MA [2]. These methods often
use a motion reference signal acquired from sensors such
as accelerometers or gyroscopes to aid in MA removal [3]–
[7]. Acceleration and angular velocity are generally agreed to
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be effective references for periodic motion but offer limited
correlation with PPG signals during random movements [3].
Once the motion components are filtered out, HR is typically
extracted from the filtered PPG signal by identifying its prin-
cipal frequency component [3]–[11], which is then attributed
to the heart activity.

DL offers an alternative approach by combining filtering
and HR estimation within a single model. Similarly to SP
methods, DL methods have used acceleration as a reference
signal for motion. In these models, both PPG and acceleration
are given directly as inputs to the network and are fused by
the model to produce a point estimate of HR [12]–[14] or an
HR distribution [15], [16]. The network is typically trained in
a supervised manner using synchronized ECG-derived HR as
ground truth labels. Several advanced DL techniques, includ-
ing attention [13] and data augmentation [17], have been used
for PPG-based HR extraction.

Existing DL methods typically approach PPG-based HR
estimation as a purely data-driven inference task, overlooking
valuable prior knowledge from the medical and signal process-
ing fields regarding BVP and PPG. Integrating task-specific
prior knowledge into machine learning models has emerged as
a promising strategy to improve explainability, robustness, and
generalizability, particularly in scenarios with limited available
data [18].

In this work, we explore the integration of prior knowledge
into DL models for PPG-based HR inference. We identify
failure cases of current DL models and propose three mecha-
nisms to integrate prior knowledge into DL models effectively
addressing these shortcomings. The resulting approach, which
we term KID-PPG, represents a knowledge-informed DL-
based HR inference model. To conduct our analysis, we take
advantage of the publicly available PPGDalia dataset [12].
Our code for the experiments is available here: https:
//github.com/esl-epfl/KID-PPG-Paper. Through
this investigation, we shed new light on the efficacy of DL
models in processing PPG signals affected by MA and provide
valuable insights into the recoverability of the BVP under
challenging MA conditions. Our contributions include:

• We identify three key factors contributing to erroneous
HR estimations: DL models fail to separate MA from
BVP, infer out-of-distribution HR samples, and estimate
HR in sample affected by catastrophic MA.

• We address these limitations by incorporating prior
knowledge into the DL workflow: explicitly defined MA
separation task, guided probabilistic inference, and data
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augmentation.
• We design KID-PPG, a DL model for HR inference,

achieving a mean absolute error (MAE) of 2.96 beats
per minute (BPM) on PPGDalia. KID-PPG also provides
estimates of uncertainty as a proxy for the assessment of
the severity of the BVP artifact along with HR inference.

• We provide an open-source package to estimate HR from
PPG and acceleration signals to the research community,
which allows to repeat all our experiments and move
forward the field of PPG analysis on embedded devices
and wearables. The package is available here: https:
//github.com/esl-epfl/KID-PPG.

II. METHODOLOGY

We have identified the following three key points underuti-
lized in existing DL models for HR extraction:

1) Robust HR tracking requires MA removal.
2) In some cases, BVP can be degraded by MA to the

extent that it is unrecoverable.
3) The BVP has specific morphology and characteristics.

These are incorporated into our DL models through three
mechanisms: Explicit Source Separation, Guided Probabilis-
tic Inference and Data Augmentation. An overview of our
methodology is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Knowledge-Informed deep-learning (DL) for heart-rate
extraction (KID-PPG) incorporates prior knowledge on motion
artifacts (MA), unrecoverable blood volume pulse (BVP)
samples, and BVP morphology into DL models through three
mechanisms: linear filtering, probabilistic inference, and data
augmentation. The input of KID-PPG consists of a PPG signal
along with an accelerometer signal. The linear filter (f̂mix)
separates the BVP from MA to produce a filtered PPG signal,
which serves as an input to the DL model (h). The model
uses probabilistic inference to assess the degradation of the
PPG signal and uses data augmentation to better characterize
the BVP morphology.

A. Motion Artifact Removal
An inherent challenge in HR inference based on PPG is the

mixing of MA components (xMA(t)) with heart-related BVP
(xbvp(t)) through a mixing process denoted as fmix:

xppg(t) = fmix(xbvp(t), xMA(t), t) (1)

As is common practice, HR is inferred on 8-second windows
with a 2-second overlap [4], [5], [12]–[16], [19]–[21]. Hence,

the i-th 8-second PPG sample is denoted as the (N × 1)
vector xppgi = [xppg(ti), xppg(ti + ∆t), ..., xppg(ti + 8)],
where ∆t = 1

fs
, fs is the sensor’s sampling frequency,

and N = 8sec · fs samples. Similarly, the corresponding
BVP is denoted as xbvpi

. The 3-axis ACC samples form the
(N × 3) matrix Xacci = [xaccxi

, xaccyi , xacczi ]. Robust HR
inference depends on the heartbeat-related xbvp [4]. However,
MA can significantly distort the morphology of BVP in the
PPG observation (Eq. 1) [5]. Many SP methods employ
source separation to approximate the unmixing process f−1

mix,
allowing the HR inference module to rely on an approximation
x̂bvp(t) ≈ xbvp(t) [3]–[5], [19], thus mitigating the effect of
MA.

In contrast, training a deep end-to-end HR estimator, g(·),
with inputs [xppgi , Xacci ], for the HR inference task, [12]–
[16], [20], [21], does not guarantee modeling of the unmixing
process, namely:

g = f̂−1
mix ◦ h (2)

where h(·) is an estimator of HR after component unmixing.
Instead, the network may employ various fusion strategies
g = ffusion ◦ h′, where h′ is an HR estimator after the
two modalities have been fused by ffusion. The convergence
criterion for ffusion is the minimization of the HR loss, e.g.
the MAE. Thus, this approach does not ensure BVP-based
HR inference and may allow the network to learn spurious
relations with the motion signals [22].

Therefore, we propose the inclusion of an explicitly defined
source separation task to disentangle the BVP component from
MA. Without loss of generality, we model the motion artifact
mixing fmix as a linear process [7], [23], although other
approaches are available [24], [25]. Furthermore, we assume
that fmix is a stationary process and that hand acceleration is
a suitable reference signal for xMA(t) [3]. Hence, Eq. 1 can
be written as:

xppg(t) = xbvp(t)

+Amix ∗ [xaccx(t), xaccy (t), xaccz (t)] + noise(t) (3)

where Amix is a spatio-temporal mixing filter, xaccx , xaccy ,
xaccz are the accelerations of the hand on the corresponding
axis, and ∗ is the convolution operation. Separating the motion
artifacts involves estimating the approximation Âmix ≈ Amix.

To estimate Âmix we use a linear two-layer convolutional
network denoted as f̂mix (Fig. 2). The first convolutional
layer applies linear spatio-temporal filtering on the 3-channel
accelerometer signals, while the second layer merges the three
channels into one MA estimation.

Similarly to [7], we train f̂mix in an unsupervised manner
on pairs (Xacci , xppgi) using an adaptive filter loss function,
denoted as Ladapt:

Ladapt =

MSE
(
FFT{f̂mix(Xacci)}, FFT{xppgi}

)
(4)

Here, MSE represents the Mean Squared Error, defined as
E[Error2], and FFT{·} denotes the Fast Fourier Transform.

https://github.com/esl-epfl/KID-PPG
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Fig. 2: Linear model for separating the motion artifacts (MA)
from the blood volume pulse (BVP) components in the PPG
signal. A linear two-layer convolutional network takes the
three axis of the accelerometer signal as an input (xacc along
with the PPG (xppg) to produce a filtered PPG signal (x̂bvp).

Once the training converges, we use the resulting f̂mix to
estimate x̂bvp ≈ xbvp:

x̂bvp = xppg − f̂mix(Xacc) (5)

The estimated x̂bvp is then inputted into a DL model,
denoted as h (Eq. 2).

B. Temporal Attention Model
A convolutional neural network based on [13] is used to

extract an embedding Wi for each sample x̂bvpi .
HR temporal relationships are usually modeled as a smooth-

ing filter during post-processing, reducing temporal granu-
larity, or with LSTMs, increasing the model’s complexity.
We propose to model the temporal relationship between two
consecutive samples as an attention operation. This approach
allows us to consider the progression of the PPG signal
embeddings while maintaining temporal granularity and com-
putational simplicity. Let Ei−1, Ei denote the embeddings
of two consecutive PPG frames. The multi-head temporal
attention operation can be defined as [13], [26]:

AttentionTemp(Ei, Ei−1) = softmax

(
EiE

T
i−1√
d

)
Ei−1

(6)
where d is the dimensionality of the embedding. Addition-
ally, we incorporate a residual connection [26], [27]: Ei +
AttentionTemp(Ei, Ei−1).

C. Guided Probabilistic Heart Rate Extraction
The DL models discussed in [12]–[14] and Sub-sections

II-A and II-B produce a point estimate of HR, implying
that each sensor readout value contains a BVP component
which can be isolated. However, in real-world conditions,
the BVP component might be degraded beyond the point of
reconstruction, leaving the MA component as the sole source
of information in the PPG sample, Eq. 1. If xbvp(t) is not
observed, the model performs HR extraction on irrelevant
information, Eq. 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the
BVP component is severely degraded, yet a point-estimate DL
model continues to infer HR (Q-PPG [14]) .

To address this issue, we propose to design the model as
a probability estimator of HR. Specifically, we choose the

normal distribution parameterized as HR ∼ N (µhr, σ
2
hr).

Inspired by [16] and [28], we model the heteroscedastic
aleatoric uncertainty using a two-unit fully connected output to
represent both µhr and σhr. If no heart-related information is
available in the PPG sample, then any physiologically valid
heart rate is possible, therefore, the HR estimator should
produce a large uncertainty, as depicted in Fig. 3.

The estimated HR distribution can also be used as an error
classifier. We define the error classification probability as

perror(Thr | xppg, µhr, σhr)

= P (µhr − Thr < HR < µhr + Thr | µhr, σhr)

= Fµhr,σhr
(µhr + Thr)− Fµhr,σhr

(µhr − Thr) (7)

where Fµhr,σhr
(x) is the cumulative distribution of the Gaus-

sian distribution N (µhr, σ
2
hr): Fµhr,σhr

(x) = Φ(x−µhr

σhr
). This

error classifier predicts a high probability of the HR estimation
being untrustworthy (error ≥ Thr) when perror ≤ 0.5.

Time (sec) Time (sec)

Freq. (BPM) Freq. (BPM)

2hr

hr

perror

Fig. 3: Probabilistic HR inference example on a clean (left)
vs MA degraded PPG sample (right). The top row shows
the raw PPG data. The bottom row shows the FFT of the
PPG. The example is taken from S6 of PPGDalia. The green
circles indicate the true ECG HR for the two samples. The
probability density functions of N (µhr, σ

2
hr) are overlayed

on the frequency representations of the corresponding PPG
sample. The error classification probability, perror is also
illustrated. In the right sample the non-probabilistic point
estimate HR inference of DL model is represented as a black
vertical line (Q-PPG).

To improve the robustness of our error classifier, we guide
the network to base its HR inference on the BVP component,
as relying on HR-inference loss only can lead to spurious
behavior. Fig. 4 illustrates this through an example taken
from PPGDalia (S6), where both the probabilistic and the
Q-PPG models continue to infer HR even after filtering the
BVP component out of the original PPG signal (MAE 4.11
BPM and 3.33 BPM accordingly). The probabilistic model
is overconfident, with the perror(Thr = 10BPM) classifier
dropping only 7.44% of the samples. We tackle this limitation
by generating realistic samples in which the BVP component
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is extremely degraded. It has been empirically observed that
in PPG recordings, BVP information is mainly located at the
HR frequency, and it second and third harmonics [19], [29].
Therefore, for each sample (xppgi , hri) in the original training
dataset, we filter xppgi by band-stopping (Finite Input Re-
sponse with 81 taps) the frequencies around hri, 2hri, 3hri
(cutoff from i · hr− 2.5BPM to i · hr+2.5BPM ), forming
a new signal xnoisei (Fig. 4 b, c). Using the original xppgi as
the seed for xnoisei helps maintain realism. Since we need a
ground truth label for the supervised training task, we create
a random HR label: hrnoisei ∼ Uniform(40, 300). The
lowest HR value is set to account for slower HR [30] and
the highest reflects the theoretical maximum human HR [31].
The pair (xnoisei , hrnoisei) is then added to the set of auxiliary
adversarial examples. 50% of the adversarial examples set is
randomly sampled to form the adversarial-examples-subset.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4: Inference after filtering the BVP component out of
the PPG. Example taken from S6 of PPGDalia. (a) Inferences
across the entire session from Q-PPG (red), probabilistic (blue)
and guided probabilistic (orange). For the probabilistic models,
the range of one standard deviation is also presented. (b) Sam-
ple example with initially clean PPG (grey) and synthetically
degraded (black). (c) Frequency domain representation of the
example sample and HR inferences from the three models.
True HR is presented with a green circle.

In summary, by adopting a probabilistic approach to HR
estimation and guiding the network to focus on the BVP
component, we aim to improve the reliability of HR inference
from PPG signals. The full KID-PPG network configuration
is presented Fig. 5.

D. Data Augmentation

We propose a data augmentation scheme to address the
limited number of high HR samples in the available datasets,
similarly to [17]. We generate synthetic PPG waveforms
corresponding to higher heart rate frequencies, forming the
high-heart-rate training subset. The following procedure is
followed:

1) Locate the 8-sec. samples designated as clean PPG for

Kernel Size: 5
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Causal Padding

Droupout Rate: 0.5

Conv
Conv
Conv

Avg. 
Pooling
Dropout

Attention

Layer Norm.

Fully Connected
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Fig. 5: KID-PPG network architecture. W ∗ indicates weight
sharing between the convolution blocks for the x̂bvpi and
x̂bvpi−1 branches.

which the main frequency component is close to the
ground truth HR.

2) Artificially speed up the sample by x2.
3) Discard samples with HR ≥ 300BPM ( [31]).
The original training dataset, the high-heart-rate and

adversarial-examples-subset subsets are then merged into the
final training set.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For our experiments we use the publicly available PPGDalia
data [12]. This dataset comprises synchronized ECG and
wristworn PPG and acceleration recordings from 15 subjects,
with approximately two-hour recording sessions per subject.
A systematic temporal shift between PPG and ACC was iden-
tified and manually corrected. The ECG-based HR provided in
the dataset serves as the ground truth. We adopt the leave-one-
subject-out cross-validation procedure proposed in [12] for all
experiments.

For the MA removal step, we train an adaptive model
separately for each subject and activity given that converging
f̂mix using Ladapt, Eq. 4, requires stationarity of the fmix

process. We employ The MAE loss function and the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) to converge the model (lr = 1e −
7,momentum = 1e− 2).

To evaluate the MA removal step, we employ the Q-PPG
[14], Attention Model [13] and Temporal Attention model
(Sub-section II-B) as HR inference models, h Eq. 2. For the
Q-PPG and Attention models we used the hyperparameters
reported in [14] and [13], respectively. The Temporal Attention
model was trained using Adam optimizer (lr = 0.0005, β1 =
0.9, β2 = 0.999, ϵ = 1e− 08).

The probabilistic models where trained using the negative
log-likelihood (NLL) loss and the same training strategy used
for the non-probabilistic ones. NLL is also used to evaluate
their performance. Furthermore, we use the True Positive Rate
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Fig. 6: Estimating HR on stairs activity of S6 with Q-PPG (top row - blue) and with Adaptive filtering and Q-PPG (bottom -
orange). The original Q-PPG (blue) takes the PPG and accelerometer (ACC) as input. Adaptive + Q-PPG (orange) takes the
output ( ˆbvp) of the adaptive filter (f̂mix) as input.

(TPR) and the F1 score to evaluate the classifier perror for
its ability to correctly identify untrustworthy samples. We
consider a positive classification when the error classifier
predicts a high probability of error, perror(Thr) ≤ 0.5.

A summary of all experiments is presented in Table I.

Base models
• Q-PPG Introduced in A. Burrello et al. [14].
• Attention Introduced in P. Kasnesis et al. [13].
Adaptive
• Adaptive + Q-PPG Sub-section II-A
• Adaptive + Attention
Data augmentation
• Adaptive + Attention
+ HR Aug.

Sub-section II-D

Probabilistic
• Probabilistic model Adaptive + Attention model adapted for prob-

abilistic inference (Sub-section II-C).

• Probabilistic Tempo-
ral Attention model

Probabilistic model with temporal attention
(Sub-section II-B).

• KID-PPG Probabilistic model with temporal attention,
guided probabilistic training and High-HR aug-
mentation (Sub-section II-C).

TABLE I: Summary of evaluated models.

IV. RESULTS

A. Results on Motion Artifact Removal
The adaptive linear filter effectively removes MA that

are linearly coupled with acceleration signals. An illustrative
example is provided in Fig. 6 for subjects S6 during an episode
where the subject is walking up and down stairs. The DL
model alone fails to decouple motion information, resulting in
significant errors (activity MAE 13.66 BPM). In contrast, the
Adaptive + DL Model combination substantially reduces the
error (activity MAE 2.74 BPM). In particular, during periods
when Q-PPG loses track of the HR, the BVP signal, located
at hr and 2 ·hr, remains discernible. The loss of HR tracking
is not attributed to severe degradation of BVP due to MA.

Similarly, for S5 (Fig. 7), the BVP component is visually
identifiable, yet the DL model fails to disentangle it from MA

Fig. 7: Effect of the MA Removal for the stairs activity of
subjects S5 (top), and S9 (bottom) with Q-PPG (blue) and
Adaptive + Q-PPG (orange). Ground truth HR is represented
in green.

(activity MAE 69.96 BPM). Our filtering approach effectively
isolates the BVP, resulting in lower HR inference error (activ-
ity MAE 24.96 BPM). However, during certain periods, 20-
40sec. and 80-100sec., the DL model loses track of the HR.
We discuss this further in Sub-section IV-B.

For S9 (Fig. 7) the situation differs slightly. MA removal
still outperforms the DL model, with Q-PPG stairs activity
MAE 16.91 BPM vs. MAE 10.37 BPM for the Adaptive + Q-
PPG. However, in this case, MA degradation is more severe,
and the MA component is not linearly coupled with ACC.
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Consequently, the DL model sometimes loses track of the HR
even after the MA removal step. This limitation is addressed
by the error classifier.

The overall per-subject results are presented in Table II.
Both Q-PPG and the Attention models perform better when
data are preprocessed by the adaptive step, with MAE 4.81
BPM (Q-PPG) vs. 3.98 (Q-PPG with adaptive step) and MAE
4.44 vs. 3.70 for the Attention model. Notably, adding a
preprocessing step to Q-PPG outperforms the original Atten-
tion model. For all but one subject, S9, the best performing
model is obtained by employing the adaptive preprocessing
step (Table II).

B. High-HR Augmentation
Training with High-HR augmentation results in a higher

MAE (3.79 BPM) compared to not augmenting (3.70 BPM).
Subjects S1, S5, S8 and 13 benefited from the augmentation
(Table II). High-HR augmentation teaches the model to infer
HR in a broader range than that of the original dataset
(Fig. 8). In Fig. 8 the HR inference error for S5 during
Stairs activity decreases MAE from 25.33BPM to 6.73BPM.
Consequently, for the augmented model, there is a wider
range of MA components that can be mistakenly inferred as
HR. Additionally, the expected HR is now artificially inflated,
leading to higher errors in considerably degraded samples in
which HR inference reflects the HR distribution encoded in
the model weights . As a result, the model’s overall MAE
is increased. This limitation is addressed by the probabilistic
mechanism (Sub-section IV-C).

Fig. 8: Effect of out-of-distribution samples on the model
inference. (a) HR inference of the model with (orange) and
without (blue) High-HR augmentation. The maximum HR
value in the training set is presented with a red dashed line.
(b) Example sample in the frequency domain along with
model prediction and ground truth HR (green circle). The HR
distributions of the non-augmented and High-HR augmented
training sets are also analyzed in the corresponding colors.

C. Guided Probabilistic Inference
The NLL losses for the probabilistic models are summarized

in Table III. Our proposed methodology, KID-PPG, signifi-
cantly outperforms BeliefPPG [15] (NLL 4.78) and reduces
NLL by approximately 40%.

Although the non-augmented and augmented probabilistic
temporal attention models achieve similar mean NLL, they

S9

Fig. 9: Example of probabilistic output of augmented (orange)
vs non-augmented model (blue) for subject S9 and ground
truth HR (green circle). For the example, its frequency domain
representation verifies that the PPG signal is considerably
corrupted.

differ in their ability to infer untrustworthy samples. The
guided probabilistic model dropped 98.58% of the samples
in the example in Fig. 4. A real data example is presented in
Fig. 9. The non-augmented NLL presents ”spikes” or outliers
corresponding to overconfident but wrong HR estimations,
with the highlighted sample showing a 46.30 BPM Absolute
Error with 9.72 BPM STD. Adversarial augmentation acts as
a probabilistic regularization, reducing the networks’ overcon-
fidence (12.98 BPM Absolute Error with 46.92 BPM STD).

Fig. 10: TPR and F1-score for KID-PPG (Guided Probabilistic
training and High-HR augmentation), orange, vs Unguided
probabilistic model (Unguided probabilistic training and no
High-HR augmentation), blue.

The overall performance of the error classifiers for KID-
PPG and the unguided probabilistic models, TPR and F1-
Score, is depicted in Fig. 10. Selecting a high threshold
(Thr = 10BPM ), KID-PPG achieves an average MAE of
2.85 BPM.

V. DISCUSSION

Our analysis provides novel insights into the challenges
of PPG-based HR inference, particularly within the PPG-
Dalia dataset. The difficulties encountered by DL model to
accurately estimate HR have often been attributed to out-
of-distribution high HR samples [12], [21]. Specifically, S5
has been highlighted as a particularly challenging subject
[12], [17], [21]. Our findings emphasize three key factors
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S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 Avg
Signal Processing
SpaMaPlus [12] 8.86 9.67 6.4 14.1 24.06 11.34 6.31 11.25 16.04 6.17 15.15 12.03 8.50 7.76 8.29 11.06
TAPIR [10] 4.50 4.50 3.20 6.00 5.00 3.40 2.80 6.30 8.00 2.90 5.10 4.70 3.10 5.00 4.10 4.57
CurToSS [11] 5.40 4.30 3.00 8.00 2.20 2.80 3.30 8.50 12.60 3.60 3.60 6.10 3.00 5.50 3.70 5.04
Deep Learning
DeepPPG [12] 7.73 6.74 4.03 5.90 18.51 12.88 3.91 10.87 8.79 4.03 9.22 9.35 4.29 4.37 4.17 7.65
NAS-PPG [20] 5.46 5.01 3.74 6.48 12.68 10.52 3.31 8.07 7.91 3.29 7.05 6.76 3.84 4.85 3.57 6.16
Q-PPG [14] 4.29 3.62 2.44 5.73 10.33 5.26 2.00 7.09 8.6 3.09 4.99 6.25 1.92 3.02 3.55 4.81
TEMPONet 4.37 3.74 2.43 5.49 13.48 5.71 2.23 7.86 8.94 3.32 5.34 7.71 2.03 2.94 3.58 5.27
Augmentation [17] 4.97 4.34 2.39 6.14 9.41 3.63 2.23 9.14 10.98 3.4 5.27 7.64 2.05 2.84 3.61 5.20
TimePPG 4.51 3.37 2.33 5.25 14.68 4.76 2.37 8.04 8.75 3.30 5.19 8.08 2.29 3.02 3.49 5.29
Q-PPG [14] 4.29 3.62 2.44 5.73 10.33 5.26 2.00 7.09 8.60 3.09 4.99 6.25 1.92 3.02 3.55 4.81
Attention [13] 4.75 3.31 2.22 5.25 7.43 4.22 2.28 8.93 6.95 2.93 3.98 6.57 1.70 3.22 2.88 4.44
Ours
Adaptive + Q-PPG 3.80 3.50 2.07 5.18 5.76 3.38 1.59 6.99 8.94 2.75 3.37 5.61 1.49 2.45 2.80 3.98
Adaptive + Attention 4.55 3.12 1.88 5.27 4.00 2.54 1.28 7.20 8.60 2.61 3.06 4.91 1.50 2.28 2.64 3.70
Adaptive + Attention + HR Aug 4.27 3.46 2.07 5.61 3.01 2.74 1.39 7.13 9.53 2.77 3.58 4.52 1.48 2.48 2.84 3.79
Ours - Probabilistic
KID-PPG (Thr = 10BPM ) 2.99 2.54 1.84 3.83 2.8 2.56 1.50 5.16 4.67 2.33 2.90 3.73 1.72 2.33 1.91 2.85

TABLE II: Mean Absolute Error performance of point-estimate HR and probabilistic (after retention) models on the PPGDalia
dataset. All values are in Beats-per-Minute.

Method Mean Negative Log-Likelihood
BeliefPPG [15] 4.78
Adapt + Attention + Prob 3.25
Adapt + Temp. Attention + Prob 3.08
KID-PPG 2.99

TABLE III: Summarized NLL results for the proposed proba-
bilistic models.

contributing to erroneous HR estimations: DL models fail to
separate MA from BVP, out-of-distribution HR samples and
catastrophic MA.

DL models encounter difficulties in separating linear
MA. The introduction of an explicit linear MA separation filter
notably improved model performance, enabling HR inference
in cases where the DL model alone had failed. This finding
suggests a possible physics-based explanation, as hinted at by
Lee et al. [3], who empirically linked wrist-worn PPG motion
artifact components to the physical forces acting on the hand
during physical activities.

Out-of-distribution HR samples have posed challenges,
particularly exemplified by subject S5, frequently cited in the
literature for its higher HR samples. Previous studies have
reported improvement through data augmentation, particularly
in S5 and S6 [17] . In our experiments, mainly subjects S1
and S5 benefited from increased HR. A comparison between
S5 and S6 reveals differing underlying causes of high errors,
with S6 primarily affected by the PPG - MA coupling, and S5
impacted by both MA and out-of-distribution samples.

Catastrophic MA remains a significant challenge, particu-
larly evident in subjects S8 and S9, which consistently exhibit
high MAE. Despite various proposed solutions, no one has
achieved a low MAE for these two subjects. Furthermore,
the rejection of a significant portion of their samples by
KID-PPG (27.48% and 53.16% of their samples respectively
(Thr = 10BPM)) indicates severe BVP corruption. This
underscores the need for a probabilistic HR estimator and a
robust error classifier based on the morphology of the BVP
components.

While our work has demonstrated the efficacy of explicitly
defining the source-separation task, real-world deployment
scenarios, which further explore the assumption of stationarity
of fmix, Eq. 5 are required. Deploying this solution re-
quires identifying when f̂mix needs to be updated, potentially
through an activity/context recognition module. In addition,
other implementations of the source-separation task warrant
investigation.

In integrating BVP-morphology-related prior knowledge
into KID-PPG, we have proposed a method for creating re-
alistic PPG signals with extreme BVP degradation. Exploring
alternative approaches to generate synthetic MA-affected PPG
samples and expanding the understanding of MA dynamics
with the BVP could inform the design of more realistic aug-
mentation techniques. Evaluating MA degradation presents an
additional challenge, as HR-inference accuracy may not fully
reflect the level of degradation. Addressing these challenges
will be crucial to advancing the robustness and reliability of
PPG-based HR inference systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have introduced a novel method, called
KID-PPG, to enhance DL models with expert knowledge
integration for HR inference from PPG inputs (combined with
a motion reference signal). In particular, we have proposed
three main knowledge integration mechanisms: Adaptive Lin-
ear Filtering, Guided Probabilistic Inference, and Data Aug-
mentation. Adaptive Filtering removes linear MA, enabling
the DL model to infer HR accurately even in segments
with high MA, thus strongly reducing MAE compared to
existing DL models. Probabilistic inference allows the model
to assess the BVP degradation in input signals due to artifacts.
Using the proposed error classifier, the model can selectively
retain samples with a high probability of maintaining BVP
information, improving overall inference accuracy. Our guided
probabilistic training strategy, tailored to the morphology
of BVP, substantially improved the robustness of the error
classifier. Data Augmentation extended the range of HR that
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can be reliably inferred by the model, further enhancing its
performance. This work highlights the important benefits of
integrating expert knowledge into DL models. All in all, KID-
PPG achieves an overall MAE of 2.85 BPM (Thr = 10BPM )
on PPGDalia, outperforming all reproducible methods. Our
findings demonstrated the efficacy of our approach in ad-
vancing HR inference from PPG signals, paving the way for
improved healthcare monitoring and diagnostics.
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